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ABSTRACT

The increasing concern for privacy protection in mobile apps has

prompted the development of tools such as privacy labels to assist

users in understanding the privacy practices of applications. Both

Google and Apple have mandated developers to use privacy labels

to increase transparency in data collection and sharing practices.

These privacy labels provide detailed information about apps’ data

practices, including the types of data collected and the purposes

associated with each data type. This o�ers a unique opportunity

to understand apps’ data practices at scale. In this study, we con-

duct a large-scale measurement study of privacy labels using apps

from the Android Play Store (n=2.4M) and the Apple App Store

(n=1.38M). We establish a common mapping between iOS and An-

droid labels, enabling a direct comparison of disclosed practices

and data types between the two platforms. By studying over 100K

apps, we identify discrepancies and inconsistencies in self-reported

privacy practices across platforms. Our �ndings reveal that at least

60% of all apps have di�erent practices on the two platforms. Addi-

tionally, we explore factors contributing to these discrepancies and

provide valuable insights for developers, users, and policymakers.

Our analysis suggests that while privacy labels have the potential to

provide useful information concisely, in their current state, it is not

clear whether the information provided is accurate. Without robust

consistency checks by the distribution platforms, privacy labels

may not be as e�ective and can even create a false sense of security

for users. Our study highlights the need for further research and

improved mechanisms to ensure the accuracy and consistency of

privacy labels.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Security and privacy → Usability in security and privacy; •

Human-centered computing→HCI design and evaluation

methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Privacy practices have become crucial in the digital era as users

increasingly seek transparency and control over their personal data.

Traditional privacy policies, however, have shown limitations in

e�ectively conveying these practices to users. Studies have revealed

issues such as complexity and user avoidance, resulting in privacy

policies often being ine�ective [9, 16]. In response to these chal-

lenges, privacy labels emerged as a potential solution. Introduced

by Kelley et al. [18], privacy nutrition labels aim to summarize

privacy practices clearly and concisely, enhancing users’ visual

comprehension.

Major tech companies have embraced privacy labels to enhance

user awareness. Apple introduced Apple Privacy Labels (APL) in

the App Store in 2020, and Google followed suit with Data Safety

Sections (DSS) in the Google Play Store in 2022 (examples shown

in Figure 1). However, despite their increasing adoption, questions

persist regarding the accuracy and consistency of the privacy prac-

tices reported in these labels. For example, prior studies have shown

that while privacy labels bene�t users by making privacy practices

more accessible [33], they can be inaccurate due to developers’

knowledge gaps or resource limitations [25]. Such inaccuracies

can confuse and harm users by providing a false sense of security,

thereby increasing their privacy risks.

Previous research [2, 32] has explored the consistency of privacy

labels by examining their alignment with data�ows [32] and pri-

vacy policies [2]. Achieving consistency with data�ows through

dynamic code analysis [32] can be challenging to scale, while en-

suring complete consistency with privacy policies is complicated

due to their coverage of practices for multiple services, including

websites and apps. Moreover, privacy policies may lack the same

level of granularity as privacy labels. In this study, we focus on

an under-explored aspect of consistency, namely the alignment of

privacy labels across di�erent platforms. Our investigation aims to

better understand developers’ data practices and their alignment
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with disclosed privacy labels as we uncover potential discrepan-

cies across platforms. To achieve this, we address two key research

questions:

• RQ1: What practices are developers reporting in privacy

labels? How do these practices vary with the metadata of

the apps, such as popularity, age rating, and app cost?

• RQ2: Do apps have di�erent practices across platforms?

By studying these questions, we explore privacy labels’ trans-

parency and reliability aspects. Understanding what practices de-

velopers disclose in privacy labels provides valuable insights into

the level of transparency and user communication these labels o�er.

Additionally, exploring cross-platform inconsistencies in privacy

practices can help identify potential gaps in privacy disclosures.

Such gaps can lead to user confusion, false security, and enhanced

privacy risks.

To address the research questions, we comprehensively analyze

privacy labels for apps listed on both the Google Play Store and

Apple App Store. We develop a scraper to collect metadata for over

2.4M apps from the Play Store and 1.38M apps from the App Store.

Subsequently, we examine the self-reported practices of developers

on both platforms, analyzing how privacy practices vary with app

metadata, such as popularity, age rating, and cost.

We also compare the privacy practices of apps cross-listed on

both platforms. We curate a dataset comprising apps cross-listed

on both platforms to perform this analysis. We create a common

mapping to compare the privacy practices from the Data Safety

Section (DSS) and Apple Privacy Label (APL). Our �ndings reveal

that developers often disclose di�erent practices for the same app

across the two platforms. To gain deeper insights, we conduct case

studies to understand the nature of these discrepancies and explore

potential reasons for the inconsistency. Furthermore, we delve into

the possible factors that can explain the observed inconsistency,

aiming to identify underlying reasons for the discrepancies in pri-

vacy practices across the two platforms.

In this work, we make the following contributions:

• We perform large-scale measurements of privacy practices

reported in privacy labels across two major platforms - App

Store (n=1.38M) and Google Play Store (n=2.4M). We �lter

out apps with less than 1000 downloads for Google Play

Store. This limits the number of apps on the Google Play

Store to 1.14M. We �nd that only 50.2% of the apps provide

privacy labels on the Google Play Store, whereas on the App

Store, only 69.2% of the apps contain privacy labels.

• We also identify 165K apps cross-listed on both platforms,

with 100K apps having privacy labels on both, and compare

these privacy labels. Surprisingly, we �nd that privacy labels

for 51.5% of the apps are not consistent across the di�erent

platforms.

• We create a mapping between iOS and Android labels, en-

abling a direct comparison of the disclosed practices and

data types between the two platforms.

• We provide the �rst large-scale datasets for privacy labels for

Android (n=1.14M) and iOS (n=1.38M). Further, we curate a

dataset with apps cross-listed on both platforms.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the �rst work to compre-

hensively compare Android and iOS privacy labels reported by

Figure 1: Illustrative Example of privacy nutrition labels.
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Figure 2: The Hierarchy of Apple Privacy Labels

app developers at this scale. By establishing a common mapping

between the practices and data types disclosed on both platforms,

we enable a rigorous and direct examination of privacy disclosures

across iOS and Android apps. We hope this common mapping

serves as a foundational framework for assessing the consistency

and transparency of privacy labels, paving the way for data-driven

analysis and evidence-based recommendations to enhance data

disclosures.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

Privacy Nutrition Labels. Originally introduced by Kelley et

al. [18, 19], privacy nutrition labels aim to summarize the privacy

practices of websites in a nutrition label format for better visual

comprehension. They later designed the “Privacy Facts” display

to allow the users to consider privacy while installing apps [20].

More recently, researchers proposed an Internet of Things (IoT)

security and privacy label [12, 13] to surface privacy and secu-

rity information related to IoT devices to the users. Researchers

have also studied the design and evaluation of privacy notices and

labels [7, 10, 11, 14, 18–21, 28, 29].

In December 2020, Apple implemented privacy nutrition labels

for the app store and mandated app developers to provide privacy

information for their apps through the Apple Privacy Label (APL).

Recently, Google also required app developers to include a Data

Safety Section (DSS) on the Google Play Store. An example of the

Data Safety Section and Apple Privacy Label can be seen in Figure 1.

Apple Privacy Label. The Apple Privacy Label (APL) is a four-

level hierarchy (as shown in Figure 2). The top level consists of four

high-level privacy practices, known as Privacy Types. The second

level of the label discusses the purpose for data usage, while the
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Figure 3: Google Data Safety Section

third and fourth level describes high-level Data Categories and �ne-

grained Datatypes, respectively. At the top level, No Data Collected

denotes that the app does not collect any user data.

Among the other three categories, Data used to Track you covers

the practices when user data is linked with third-party data for

targeted advertising, Admeasurement, or sharingwith a data broker.

Notably, tracking does not apply when the data is never sent o�

the device in a way to identify the user or device, or if the data is

used for fraud detection. Data linked to you covers the personal

information and data linked to the user’s identity as opposed to

Data not linked to you.

The next level describes the purposes for which data collected in

Data linked to you and Data not linked to you may be used. Apple

de�nes �ve main purposes: Third party advertising and marketing,

Developers’ advertising and marketing, Analytics, Product Person-

alization, App Functionality and Other Purposes. It is important to

note that Data Used to Track you does not get a purpose level as its

purpose is to track the users. In the Data Categories level, Apple

de�nes 14 categories of data such as Contact Info (consisting of

personal information), Health and Fitness, Financial Info etc. Data

Categories consists of the �nal level - DataTypes which consists of

32 �ne-grained datatypes that the developers can use, such as App

Interactions, Precise Location, Contacts, Phone etc. An illustrative

example of APL is shown in Fig. 1.

Google Data Safety Section The Data Safety Section (DSS) also

consists of four levels, where the �rst is high level Privacy Practices.

The second and third levels consist of Data Categories and Data

Types, and the fourth level consists of Purpose.

The �rst level includes three practices: Data Collection, which

covers the details about the data that is collected and its intended

use;Data Sharing, where the developers disclose what data is shared

with third parties; and Security Practices that covers the data prac-

tices related to user choice and data security. Security Practices

include three tags: Encrypted in Transit, Data Deletion Option, and

Review against Global Security Standards.

In the second level, Data Categories includes 14 categories such

as App Info and Performance and App Activity. Each Data Category

can also have Data Types, which provide �ne-grained information

about the data used by the app. For example, App Activity includes

App Interactions and Installed App, as shown in Fig. 3. The �nal level

of the Data Safety Section consists of Purposes that describe the

reasons for collecting or sharing the data.

We note that even though the two privacy labels (APL and DSS)

have some overlap at the lowest level, they cover di�erent high-level

practices. For instance, APL focuses on surfacing tracking practices

and the linkability of the data. DSS focuses on data-centric practices,

including collection, sharing, encryption, and deletion. In the rest

of the paper, we will use APL and DSS to denote privacy labels

for iOS and Android apps, respectively. Further, we use the term

Privacy Labels to refer to both APL and DSS collectively.

Usability of Privacy Labels. Researchers have studied the usabil-

ity of APLs from both users’ [33] and developers’ [25] perspectives.

Zhang et al. [33] studied 24 iPhone users to understand their ex-

periences and perceptions of privacy labels on the app store. They

uncovered that users �nd the labels confusingwith unfamiliar terms.

From the developers’ perspective, Li et al. [25] interviewed 12 iOS

developers and reported that the sources of errors by developers in

privacy labels included both under-reporting and over-reporting

data collection. They further concluded that the label design is

generally confusing for the developers either due to known factors

(lack of resources, improper documentation) or unknown factors

(preconceptions, knowledge gaps). Researchers recently built and

evaluated a tool [15] that helps iOS developers generate privacy

labels by identifying data �ows through code analysis. While these

works focus on the usability evaluation of APL, our work compares

the privacy practices in APL with those present in DSS.

Studies on Privacy Labels. Similar to our work, Xiao et al. [32]

characterize non-compliance of Apple privacy labels by studying

data �ow to label consistency of 5K iOS apps. They also provide

insights for improving label design. This work is complementary

to ours as we measure the consistency of privacy labels with the

data practices mentioned across the platforms.

The works most similar to ours perform longitudinal measure-

ment of privacy labels to understand the adoption and evolution of

Apple privacy labels over time [5, 25, 30]. In particular, Scoccia et

al. [30] conducted an empirical study of 17K apps to characterize

how sensitive data is collected and shared for iOS apps. They found

that free apps collect more sensitive data for tracking purposes. Li

et al. [25] and Balash et al. [5] collected weekly snapshots of Apple

privacy labels and characterized the privacy practices mentioned in

privacy labels for 573k apps. Balash et al. [5] also perform additional

correlation analysis with app meta-data like user rating, content

rating, and app size.

Our work is di�erent in two ways. First, we provide complimen-

tary analysis by analyzing privacy labels from Apple and Google

to provide a comprehensive understanding of practices mentioned

in APL and DSS. In doing so, we verify prior works’ �ndings on

how sensitive data is being collected and used in the Apple Privacy

Label. Second, we create a dataset with cross-listed apps on both

platforms to understand how developers disclose their practices on

di�erent platforms. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the �rst

work performing comparative analysis across the two platforms.

3 DATA COLLECTION PIPELINE

We show an overview of the data collection pipeline in Fig. 4. We

begin by scraping the metadata and privacy labels for the apps

from Google Play and Apple App Store (Section 3.1). Finally, we

identify cross-listed apps between Google Play and Apple App Store

(Section 3.2).
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Google Apps
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RQ1

RQ2

Cross-Listed 
Apps

Validation

Figure 4: Overview of the data collection pipeline. RQs here

refer to the Research Questions introduced in Section 1

3.1 Privacy Labels

First, we describe the collection method for our privacy labels (both

DSS and APL) datasets.

Google Data Safety Section. We collected a snapshot of the

Data Safety Sections (DSS) for 2.49M apps present on the Play

Store on November 25, 2022. Google required app developers to

complete the data safety section by July 20, 2022. To collect the data

safety section, we start with the APK list provided by Androzoo [3].

This daily updated list consists of up-to-date Android app ids from

various sources, including those from the Google Play store. Using

the app ids and a customized version of publicly available Google

Play Store scraper library google-play-scraper [1], we capture

the metadata of each app, including its data safety sections. We

used four local machines to perform the scraping. The total time

to retrieve data for 2.49M apps from Google Play is 24 to 48 hours.

We note that this set also includes apps with very low download

counts. To ensure that apps with low download counts do not skew

our analysis, we �lter out apps with fewer than 1000 downloads,

resulting in a total of 1.14M apps with 573k having privacy labels.

We refer to this dataset as DSS Dataset.

Apple Privacy Labels. We collected a snapshot of the Apple

Privacy Labels (APLs) on November 13, 2022. We begin by parsing

the XML site map for the app store to curate the dataset.1 Using the

URLs from the sitemap, we use the Apple Store Catalogue API to

extract the metadata for each app, including the privacy nutrition

label. We crawled using 11 instances of Google Cloud functions to

scrape 1.6M apps in 15 hours.

We extracted information for 1.38M apps from the 1.6M apps

available, �ltering out those with non-English content. As a result,

we obtained 955K (69.2%) with APLs. In comparison, Balash et al. [5]

in March 2022 found that 60.5% of apps had Apple Privacy Labels.

The higher percentage in our study suggests that new APLs are

still being added to apps. We refer to this dataset as APL Dataset.

3.2 Identifying Cross-Listed Apps

We outline the process of identifying cross-listed apps across both

platforms in Fig. 5, which forms the basis for comparing privacy

labels in our analysis (Section 5). The absence of unique identi�ers

in cross-platform apps makes this task particularly challenging [17].

We address this challenge by employing a heuristic based on

combinations of pseudo-identi�ers, including the app name, de-

veloper name, privacy policy, and developer website. We start by

considering apps with the same name on both platforms (n=220K).

We note that this set can include false positives as di�erent apps

1We used the ultimate-sitemap-parser library.

Apps With 

Common 

Name

Same 

Policy URL

FLD: First Level Domain

Diff. 

Policy URL

Diff. FLD

Same FLD

Privacy Policy

Diff. FLD

Same FLD

Developer Site

Cross-listed 

Apps

Figure 5: Pipeline for the generation of cross-listed app

dataset. The rationale for using both full privacy policy URL

and its FLD is to capture the cases where the apps may have

di�erent policies for iOS and Android.

can have the same names. To eliminate false positives, we rely on

the following selection criteria: If the privacy policy URL matches

the apps, we consider them as a unique match (n=85K). In certain

cases, like the NTLC Catalog app on the Play Store and App Store,

platform-speci�c identi�ers may be included in the URLs for pri-

vacy policies, resulting in a di�erent URL. If this is the case, we

match the �rst-level domain of the privacy policy URLs and identify

them as unique matches (n=54K). Additionally, some apps may not

contain a link to the privacy policy despite it being encouraged

on both platforms. If we cannot �nd the privacy policy URL in the

app stores metadata, we broaden our coverage by also matching

the �rst-level domain of the developer website, which is available

on both platforms. This approach yields a total of 25K matches,

resulting in 165K apps in both the Apple Play Store and Google

Play Store.

Manual Veri�cation: To assess whether our heuristic results in

false positive matches, two of the authors manually veri�ed a total

of 450 app pairs, 150 app pairs randomly sampled for each of the

three heuristics and found that no app from Google Play Store

was matched to an incorrect app from App Store. For our analysis,

having an accurately mapped set is more important than capturing

all instances of cross-listed apps, as false positives can skew the

consistency results.

Rationale for Starting with Apps with the Same Name: In our

methodology for identifying cross-listed apps, we consider apps

with identical names. While this approach may overlook apps with

slightly di�erent names across platforms, we believe it is justi�ed

for our analysis’s speci�c focus on checking the consistency of

reported practices across platforms. Ensuring precise mapping is

crucial to avoid false positives that could potentially distort the

results.

Cross-listed Apps Dataset Using the method described above, we

�nd a total of 165K cross-listed apps. Among these apps, we �nd

that 5% have privacy nutrition labels only on the Google Play Store,

20.2% have the label only on the Apple App Store, 60.8% have labels

on both the platforms and 13.9% do not have a privacy nutrition

label on either platform. The higher rate of privacy labels for the

App Store can be understood as Apple enforced nutrition labels on
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their platform earlier than Google, giving more time for developers

to add the details in the APL.

3.3 Ethical Considerations

We collected data only from publicly available web pages and APIs.

While our data collection scripts might load Google and Apple’s

servers, we were careful not to abuse these resources. In particular,

we added back-o� strategies in case of errors and waited for suf-

�cient time before retrying for the failed cases. Furthermore, for

privacy policy extraction, we were respectful of robots.txt and

only extracted HTML when the website allowed us to.

3.4 Takeaways

Our measurement pipeline yielded two signi�cant observations.

Firstly, app developers have shown a sluggish response in adding

privacy labels to their apps, even after the hard deadlines have

passed. As of November 2022, privacy labels are only present for

69% of the apps on the Apple app store and 50.2% of the apps

on the Google Play store. Secondly, our data collection pipeline

resulted in the curation of three extensive datasets: one for Apple

Privacy Labels (n=955K), another for Google Data Safety Section

(n=573K), and a third dataset containing apps cross-listed across

both platforms (n=165K).

4 PRACTICES IN PRIVACY LABELS [RQ1]

4.1 Google Data Safety Section

In this section, we analyze the DSS dataset (Section 3.1) compris-

ing 573K apps. We �rst discuss the practices present in DSS and

then examine how these practices vary with age rating, price, and

popularity.

Data Collection and Sharing: Among the apps having DSS, we

saw 42.3% collecting at least one type of data, and 35.8% sharing

at least one data type (purple bars in the top plot for Fig. 6). This

suggests that most apps on the Play Store report do not collect or

share data. This is in contrast with the �ndings from prior work [31]

that found that the majority of the apps use at least one third-party

application, which has been shown to collect sensitive informa-

tion [8, 26]. One possible explanation is that developers struggle to

understand third-party libraries’ collection and sharing practices.

This is also supported by prior research [6, 25].

We also note that among the apps not collecting any data, around

23% report sharing data. This is because Data Collection is de�ned

as the instance when the developers retrieve the data from the

device using the app [4], whereas Data Sharing is de�ned as when

the data is transferred from the device to a third party. Thus, per

de�nitions, the developers can share data without collecting it if

the application uses third-party libraries, which send data directly

to third-party servers.

Security Practices:We �nd that 23% of the apps do not provide

any details of their security practices. 65% of the apps encrypt data

they collect or share while it’s in transit, and 42% allow the users

to request that their data be deleted or automatically anonymize

data within 90 days. Notably, we �nd that 40% of the apps state that

they do not collect or share data but encrypt the data in transit. As

apps need network permissions to transmit data, we cross-veri�ed

43% 36%

65%

43%
28% 15% 39%

23%
42% 36%

65%

42%

Data
Collecting

Data
Sharing

Data
Encryption

Data
Deletion

0%
20%
40%
60%
80%

39% 43%

19%

40%
5%

15%
3%

82%

38% 42%

18%

42%

Data Linked
to You

Data Not
Linked to You

Data Used
to Track You

Data Not
Collected

0%
20%
40%
60%
80%

Free Paid All AppsGoogle

Apple

Figure 6: Distribution of privacy types in Google Data Safety

Sections andApple Privacy Labels. The normalization is done

by the total number of apps with privacy labels.

Google

Apple

Data Collection

Data Sharing

Data Linked to You Data Not Linked to You Data Used to Track You

Figure 7: Distribution of Top-5 data categories for high-level

practices for apps in Play Store (top) and App Store (bottom).

The normalization is done by the total number of apps with

privacy labels. For plots with data categories, see Fig. 14 in

the Appendix.

encryption practices with apps’ network permission requests and

�nd that 10.5% apps do request network permission but do not en-

crypt data, potentially exposing user data in plain text. Additionally,

12.6K of apps (with 1.8K apps with more than 100K downloads) do

not request network permissions, yet state that they encrypt data

in transit, suggesting that some developers might be over-reporting

their practices, consistent with prior research [22, 25].

Category and Purpose Level Practices: In Fig. 7, we present

the top-5 data categories for Data Collection and Data Sharing by

apps in the Play Store. The full plot includes all data categories in

Fig. 14 (Appendix). Our �ndings indicate that the data categories

Personal Information andApp activity are among themost frequently

collected and are primarily used for App functionality and Analytics.

However, Location and Device Ids are more commonly shared for

the purpose of Advertising or Marketing. We emphasize that this

�ow poses serious privacy risks and allows for third-party tracking.

We also observe that sensitive data types such as Audio, Files and

Docs, and Health and Fitness are collected less frequently, with the

most common purpose being App functionality.
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Data Not 

Linked to You

Data Linked 
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Figure 8: Distribution of purpose for high-level privacy prac-

tices in APL

Google

4+ 9+

12+ 17+

Everyone Everyone 10+

Mature 17+Teen

Apple

Figure 9: Distribution of privacy types based on age rating

for DSS and APLs. The normalization is done by the total

number of apps with privacy labels.

Figure 8 shows the distribution of purpose for data collection for

apps on the Play Store. We �nd that Analytics and App functionality

are among the most popular purposes for which the apps request

data. Furthermore, out of the 7 possible purposes for collecting

data, over 4K apps list 6 or more purposes for the data they collect,

which may indicate that app developers list all purposes out of

convenience. For example, Workplace from Meta with over 15M+

downloads, lists the same 6 purposes for all the data they collect like

access to Installed Apps, SMS or MMS, Music Files. This is consistent

with the �ndings of Li et al. [25], who suggest that developers may

over-report in cases of ambiguity.

Variation of Practices with Popularity: We �rst investigate

the relationship between privacy practices and app popularity. We

classify apps into three categories based on their number of down-

loads: extremely popular (greater than 1M download, n=56K), semi-

popular (more than 10K downloads, n=524K), and low-popular (less

than 10K downloads, n=621K). Our �ndings reveal that 1) the frac-

tion of apps displayingData Safety Sections (DSS) increases with the

popularity of the apps (42% for low-popular, 51% for semi-popular,

and 76% for extremely popular) and 2) the fraction of apps collect-

ing and sharing data is less for popular apps (41% for low-popular,

46% for semi-popular and 12% for extremely popular). These results

suggest that developers from popular apps tend to report more

privacy-friendly practices.

Variation of Practices with Age Rating: Next, we examine how

the practices of apps di�er based on their age rating as determined

by the Google Play Store. The Play Store assigns �ve di�erent

age ratings: Everyone, Teen, Mature 17+, and Everyone 10+2. We

acknowledge this distinction’s importance, as apps accessible to

children and teens (falling in the Everyone and Teen categories)

are expected to have higher transparency and collect less data.

However, our analysis of the dataset reveals that 59% of apps with

theMature 17+ rating have a Data Safety Section (DSS). In contrast,

the fraction of apps with a DSS in the other age ratings ranges

from 47% (Everyone) to 55% (Everyone 10+). The data practices for

di�erent age ratings are shown in Fig. 9. We �nd that the fraction

of apps having Data Collection and Data Sharing is lowest for apps

rated for Everyone, whereas apps targeting Mature 17+ have the

highest encryption rate.

Variation of Practices with Price: Finally, we study the di�erence

in practices based on whether the app is available for free, free with

in-app purchases, or paid. We �nd that 68% of the paid apps have

DSS, whereas, for free apps, only 46% have DSS. Fig. 6 shows the

distribution of high-level practices with free and paid apps. We note

that for paid apps, a fraction of apps collecting and sharing data is

lower. Furthermore, apps with Data Encryption and Data Deletion

are lower because the apps are collecting and sharing fewer data.

This suggests that paid apps tend to have better data practices.

Internal Consistency: Analyzing the app permissions with the

data collected/shared, we observe the developers report practices

inconsistent with other declared practices or with the app permis-

sions. For example, we �nd that 40% of the apps state that they do

not collect or share data, but encrypt the data in transit. We delved

deeper into this observation by cross-verifying security practices

with apps’ network permission requests. 59% of apps do not request

network permissions yet state that they encrypt data in transit. It

is unclear why apps would need to encrypt transit data if they are

not collecting or sharing data.

We also cross-veri�ed the collected and shared data types from

the DSS to the app permissions. Several apps report collecting or

sharing data types without asking for the corresponding permis-

sions. For example, 11.5% of the apps report collecting or sharing

precise location data without obtaining location permissions. An-

other example is 23.7% of the apps report collecting or sharing �les

and documents without the “Photos/Media/Files” permissions.

The inconsistencies in app developers’ self-reported privacy

practices and permissions signi�cantly a�ect user trust and data

security. When apps claim not to collect or share data but mention

encrypting data in transit, it raises concerns about the accuracy

and transparency of their practices. Similarly, when apps collect or

share speci�c data types without requesting the corresponding per-

missions, it creates doubts about how the data is being accessed and

utilized. These inconsistencies undermine the reliability of privacy

labels andmay lead users to make ill-informed decisions, potentially

exposing them to privacy risks and data breaches. Addressing these

discrepancies is crucial for building user con�dence and ensuring

that privacy practices align with what is communicated to users

through app permissions and privacy labels.

2Google also has Adults 18+ rating, but we found less than 200 apps in this category
and decided to �lter it out for this analysis
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4.2 Apple Privacy Labels

Next, we examine the Apple Privacy Label (APL) dataset (Sec-

tion 3.1) consisting of privacy labels from 955K apps. We �rst dis-

cuss the practices present in APL and then dive into variations

of practices with an age rating and price. Finally, we conclude by

comparing the low-level practices mentioned in APL and DSS

High-Level Practices: In our dataset, 42% of apps collected data

from users that were not linked back to the user (Data Not Linked

to You), whereas 37% of apps did collect data that is linked to the

user (Fig. 6. Note that apps could collect multiple types of data,

some of which may be linked to the users while others may not.

Furthermore, around 18% of the apps reported collecting data used

to track the users. Note that this re�ects the status of the APLs after

the Apple Tracking Transparency policy was implemented, which

requires developers to obtain consent from users before tracking but

does not entirely prevent an app from monitoring a users’ activity.

We also �nd that 42% of apps report not collecting data from users.

Recent works [23, 24] analyzing iOS apps have found that at least

80% of the apps still use tracking libraries in the apps. Further, these

libraries have been shown to collect user data [8, 26]. Similar to the

case of Android developers, this discrepancy can be explained by

the third-party libraries’ lack of transparency of privacy practices,

which is confusing for the developers.

For Data Used to Track You, we �nd that Usage Data and Iden-

ti�ers are most commonly used. We note here that Apple de�nes

Tracking as when data collected is linked with third-party data for

targeted advertising and when the data is shared with a data broker.

Additionally, we observe that 25% of the apps collecting Location

information also use it for tracking. This poses severe privacy risks

to the users as entities can track the physical location of the users,

which can reveal sensitive details about users’ habits and routines.

Data Category and Purpose Level Practices: In Fig. 7 (bottom),

we show the top-6 data categories mentioned in the high-level

practices in the APL dataset. We �nd that for Data Linked to You,

Contact Information and Identi�ers are collected most frequently,

whereas for Data Not Linked to You, Diagnostics and Usage Data

are collected most frequently. Apple de�nes Contact Information as

name, email, phone number, and physical address, whereas Usage

Data refers to product interactions and advertising data such as

information about the ads that the user has viewed. Analyzing

purposes for these data categories (Figure 8), we �nd that nearly

60% of the apps use these data categories for App functionality and

Analytics. It is also worth noting that Contact Information is used for

Advertisements in only 8% of the apps that collect this information,

indicating that apps generally do not use personal information for

advertisements. We also note that Identi�ers, commonly used for

tracking users for targeted advertising is used for Advertisement

or Marketing in more than 20% of the apps that collect Identi�ers.

Interestingly, Location, under Data Linked to You is also used for

Advertisement or Marketing by 20% of the apps that collect Location.

Variation of Practices with Age Rating Next, we investigate the

correlation between the privacy practices described in the Android

Permission List (APL) and the age rating and price of apps. The App

Store assigns four di�erent age ratings: 4+, 9+, 12+, and 17+ (which

roughly align with the rating system used by the Google Play Store).

Our analysis reveals that the fraction of apps with an age rating of

17+ is highest at 76%. However, we note that the high-level data

practices, shown in Figure 1, are consistently more privacy-friendly

for apps with lower age ratings. For instance, only 13% of the apps

with an age rating of 4+ track users. Similarly, data collection for

these apps is also consistently lower than that of other categories.

Variation of Practices with Price: Finally, we categorize the

dataset into free and paid apps and examine the di�erences in

privacy labels. Recall that for the Play Store, we observed that paid

apps contained more DSS than free apps. We �nd the reverse trend

for APL, with 70% of the free apps having APL as compared to 52%

paid apps. On the other hand, the high-level practices are decidedly

better for the paid apps, as shown in Fig. 6 (bottom chart). For

instance, 82% of the paid apps reported not collecting any data,

while only 3% of paid apps mentioned using data to track the user.

This indicates that the paid apps on iOS platforms are more friendly

than the free apps.

Comparison Between DSS and APL: As discussed in Section 2,

DSS and APL provide di�erent information to the users and can-

not be directly compared based on high-level practices. However,

since the underlying data collected is the same, we can compare

the practices shown in Fig. 7. We observe that the fraction of apps

requesting similar datatypes is much smaller for apps on the Play

Store than that of the App Store (with a notable exception of Loca-

tion). This can be attributed to the fact that developers have had a

longer to work with the APL framework, while the DSS framework

is still relatively new. In our communication with app developers,

one developer mentioned that they tried di�erent answers on the

data safety form. We also received communication indicating that

some developers updated their DSS based on the questions that we

had asked. This indicates that the developers are unclear on the

process involved in the data safety forms, which might result in

some inaccuracies in the DSSs. This is also supported by the study

conducted by Li et al. [26], where they �nd that app developers

�nd it challenging to �ll out the privacy labels, especially because

the frameworks for Apple and Google are starkly di�erent and can

create confusion.

4.3 Takeaways

The analysis presented here results in three main takeaways: 1)

Privacy practices reported in the privacy nutrition labels di�er from

the privacy practices derived using app analysis by prior works [31].

Speci�cally, previous works have shown that third-party libraries

are used in the majority of apps and that these libraries collect

sensitive information from the users. This is inconsistent with what

we �nd in the privacy labels. This inconsistency can be explained

by the fact that privacy practices of third-party libraries are often

vague and create confusion among the developers (consistent with

�ndings from literature [25]). 2) We show that paid apps and apps

open to all age groups, including children, are more privacy-friendly.

As shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 9, these apps are less likely to engage in

tracking, data collection, and data sharing. 3) Fig. 7 also shows that

location data is often used for advertising, marketing, and tracking.

This poses severe privacy risks, as location data can reveal sensitive

information about an individual’s habits and routines. This suggests

that further attention should be paid to the use of location data in

mobile apps and the potential risks it poses to user privacy.
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DSS Purposes → APL Purposes

Advertising or Marketing → Advertising or Marketing

Analytics → Analytics

App Functionality → App Functionality

Fraud prevention, Security,

and Compliance
→ App Functionality

Personalization → Personalization

Account Management → N/A

Developer Communication → N/A

Table 1: Table showing the common mapping from Data

Safety Card to Apple Privacy Label

5 PRACTICES ACROSS PLATFORMS [RQ2]

The privacy labels on Android and iOS platforms cover distinct

aspects of data practices. For instance, DSS focuses on security prac-

tices, whereas APL lacks such coverage. Despite their di�erences

in high-level practices, a signi�cant overlap exists in the lower-

level attributes, speci�cally the datatype and purpose. As a result,

we leverage these lower-level practices to compare the disclosed

practices by app developers.

To facilitate this comparison, we �rst identify the common datatypes

and purposes present in both labels. Subsequently, we thoroughly

examine two key factors: 1) the datatypes and 2) the combinations

of datatypes and purposes. Our primary aim is to assess the con-

sistency of privacy labels across both platforms. We hypothesize

that, for a given app, data practices should demonstrate similarities

between the two platforms. To validate this hypothesis, we analyze

privacy labels for a substantial sample of 100K apps that disclose

their practices on Android and iOS platforms.

5.1 Mapping DSS categories to APL categories

To compare privacy practices for apps in APL and DSS, we establish

a commonmapping between the datatypes and purposes used in the

two labels. As previously mentioned, the two labels reveal di�erent

high-level practices. APL emphasizes tracking and linkability of

collected data without distinguishing between data collected and

shared. Conversely, DSS focuses on security practices and whether

data is collected or shared with third parties. It is important to note

that the datatype and purpose tags employed in both labels may

denote varying concepts. For instance, in APL, App functionality

encompasses fraud prevention and security measures, while in DSS,

they are represented as distinct tags, with separate ones for app

functionality, fraud prevention, and security measures.

Mapping Purposes. APL enumerates four distinct purposes for

data collection, while DSS lists seven purposes, as illustrated in

Table 1. We observe that Fraud Prevention, Security, and Compliance

constitutes a separate tag in DSS, while in APL, it is included within

App Functionality. Additionally, since there are no equivalent tags

for Account Management and Developer Communication in APL,

Google DataType → Apple DataType

Approximate Location → Coarse Location

Address → Physical Address

Political Or Religious Belief → Sensitive Info

Sexual Orientation → Sensitive Info

Emails → Emails Or Text Messages

Sms Or Mms → Emails Or Text Messages

Files And Docs → N/A

Calendar → N/A

Crash Logs → Crash Data

Diagnostics → Performance Data

Device Or Other Ids → Device Id

Table 2: Table showing the mapping of datatypes from Data

Safety Card to Apple Privacy Label

we exclude them from DSS during this comparison. The complete

mapping for purposes is available in Table 1.

Mapping DataTypes. In our examination of the de�nitions for

the datatypes collected/shared in APL and DSS, we observe that

DSS provides �ner granularity. For instance, DSS features separate

tags for Race and Ethnicity, Sexual Orientation, and Political or Reli-

gious beliefs, whereas APL groups these categories under Sensitive

Information. Moreover, DSS introduces separate categories for Cal-

endar, Files and Docs, and Music Files, which APL does not include.

Notably, we also �nd identical datatypes represented with di�er-

ent tag names. For example, App Interactions in DSS corresponds

to Product Interaction in APL, and Diagnostics data in DSS aligns

with Performance data. The comprehensive mapping is provided in

Table 3 in Appendix A.

5.2 Findings

We conduct a comparative analysis of the self-reported privacy

practices among 100K apps listed on both Android and iOS plat-

forms, each of which provides privacy labels. Our investigation

revolves around two primary questions: a) How do the high-level

practices of data collection compare between the two labels? and

b) Is there consistency in the stated purposes for using various

datatypes between the two platforms?

5.2.1 Comparison of Data Collection. To determine the disparity

in data collection practices, we rely on the Data Not Collected tag

for the iOS platform and the Data Shared and Data Collected tags for

the Android platform. Our �ndings indicate that a total of 22K ( 22%)

apps report di�erent data collection practices across the two plat-

forms. Among these apps, 42% declare data collection on Android,

while 58% do so on the iOS platform. Upon further examination,

we discovered that 18% of these apps have amassed more than 100k
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Figure 11: Distribution of inconsistent apps with datatypes.

Each datatype is normalized with the number of apps using

that particular datatype on either platform.Note thatwehave

omitted some datatypes here for brevity. The full distribution

can be found in the Fig. 14 in the Appendix

.

downloads, with 5% boasting over 1M downloads, signifying that

even popular apps exhibit this inconsistency.

For instance, the app KineMaster - Video Editor, a video editing

application with over 400M+ downloads on Google Play Store,

claims not to collect any data in the Play Store, but on the App

Store, it asserts the collection of sensitive data such as Location and

Identi�ers.

The presence of such discrepancies in self-reported data col-

lection practices undermines the credibility of the Privacy Label

framework. This poses a signi�cant concern for users, as they may

base their decisions on inaccurate information, thereby exposing

themselves to increased privacy risks.

5.2.2 Comparison of Fine-grained Practice. We perform the �ne-

grained analysis along two dimensions: 1) DataType: We examine

whether the privacy labels report the collection or sharing of the

0 59 56 99 6484

40 0 33 28 2131

107 14 0 96 2261

262 55 526 0 3452

5579 1578 2426 2002 0

App Functionality

Advertising or Marketing

Analytics

Personalization
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App Functionality

Advertising
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Analytics

Personalization

Missing

Precise Location

Google

A
pp

le

Figure 12: Confusion metric for Precise Location. Each row

shows what the purpose in Apple for precise location was

mislabeled in Google, whereas each column shows what the

purpose inGoogle wasmislabeled inApple. Takeaway:When

the developers mentioned app functionality in Google, a

lot of times, it was confused with advertising or analytics

or personalization, indicating that the frameworks are not

working as they are supposed to, i.e. the users might not be

getting accurate information about privacy practices of the

apps.

same datatypes. 2) DataType-Purpose pairs: We compare the com-

mon datatype-purpose pairs in both labels. Any app that lacks at

least one datatype-purpose pair present in both sets is considered
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inconsistent. Additionally, instances, where a datatype-purpose

pair is present in one label but missing in the other, are also tagged

as inconsistent. For instance, if an app’s DSS states (Location - Per-

sonalization), while APL states (Location - App Functionality), we

consider the app inconsistent. Similarly, if an app’s DSS has (Loca-

tion - Personalization), APL has (Location - App Functionality), and

also (Location - Personalization), we still treat it as inconsistent, as

the tag (Location - App Functionality) is not common in both labels.

Among the cross-listed apps with privacy labels, we �nd that

at least 60% exhibit at least one inconsistency. For example, in the

app Tiktok, DSS indicates data collection of users’ contact lists for

‘Advertising and Marketing’ purposes, while APL states that the

app does not collect a contact list.

Fig. 11 illustrates the inconsistency in datatypes across the two

platforms. Notably, Sensitive Information, Browsing History, and

Emails or Text Messages exhibit the highest inconsistencies between

the platforms. From Fig. 11, we observe that DeviceID and Prod-

uct Interactions are the data categories with the most signi�cant

inconsistencies. Additionally, Precise Location and Coarse Location

demonstrate inconsistency with Advertising, implying that at least

in one of the labels, location data is used for advertising, thereby

raising privacy concerns for users.

To explore datatype-purpose inconsistencies, we depict the nor-

malized heatmap of inconsistent apps in Fig. 10. Each cell block in

the heatmap is normalized by the total number of apps that have

that speci�c datatype-purpose pair. Our �ndings reveal that Fitness

and Sensitive Information, when used for Advertising or Market-

ing, frequently demonstrate inconsistencies. The plot also indicates

that while Sensitive Information and Fitness data are not commonly

collected (Fig. 11), when they are collected, they often exhibit in-

consistencies in privacy labels across both platforms. On a positive

note, Credit Information and Financial Information show the least

number of inconsistencies, which is reassuring considering the

sensitive nature of this data.

Case Studies to Understand the Inconsistencies. As shown ear-

lier (Figure 10 and Figure 11), app developers often report di�erent

practices on di�erent platforms. However, this analysis primarily

focuses on the distribution of apps exhibiting inconsistencies across

data types and purposes without providing insights into the speci�c

areas of inconsistency. To better understand the inconsistencies in

self-reported purposes, we conduct in-depth case studies with two

data types: Precise Location and Purchase History. For each app that

requests these data types, we perform a detailed comparison of the

purposes stated in DSS and APL to identify the speci�c areas of

mismatch.

Figure 12 illustrates the incorrectly matched purposes for the

data type Precise Location. The �gure shows that the highest mis-

match rate occurs when a purpose is absent from one platform but

present on the other. For instance, in the case of the app Snapchat,

it collects Precise Location for App Functionality and Advertising or

Marketing purposes on Google Play Store. However, on the Apple

App Store, it additionally collects Precise Location for Personalization

and Analytics purposes.

Similarly, in Figure 13, we present the inconsistency of apps

for the Purchase History data type. We observe a similar pattern

in this data type, with most inconsistencies arising from missing
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156 61 321 0 2828
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Figure 13: Confusion metric for Purchase History. Each row

shows what the purpose in Apple for purchase history was

mislabeled in Google, whereas each column shows what the

purpose in Google was mislabeled in Apple.

labels in the complementary platform. Additionally, we identify

inconsistencies where developers report collecting data for entirely

di�erent purposes. For instance, in the case of Twitch TV, it collects

Purchase History for App Functionality on Google Play Store. In

contrast, on the Apple App Store, it contains the same data type

for Analytics and Personalization purposes.

5.3 Takeaway

In this section, we analyzed the consistency of privacy labels for

the same apps across the two platforms. We �nd that 60% of the

cross-listed apps had at least one inconsistency between APL and

DSS.We further �nd that inconsistencies are highest for Sensitive In-

formation, Browsing History, and Emails or Text Messages datatypes.

Through a detailed analysis of datatype-purpose inconsistencies,

we �nd that Emails and Text Messages when used for Advertising

results in inconsistencies 96% of the time, indicating a concerning

problem with disclosure of practices in privacy labels.

6 DISCUSSION

In this paper, we investigated the consistency of privacy labels with

privacy policies and labels on other platforms. Our �ndings suggest

a signi�cant degree of inconsistency in privacy labels. Overall,

there is a need for greater consistency in how privacy practices are

disclosed to users within and between platforms. In this section,

we discuss the implications of our �ndings and suggest potential

solutions for improving the transparency and consistency of privacy

practices. We also discuss the limitations of our study.

Comparison between the two labels. We analyzed the Data

Safety Sections and the Apple Privacy Labels and found that the

two labels cover di�erent aspects of data practices.While both labels
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provide information about the types of data that apps collect, Ap-

ple’s privacy label does not distinguish between data collection and

sharing. Apple’s privacy label is more explicit about data practices

like linkability, third-party advertising, and tracking. In contrast,

data safety sections lack these details but does inform the users

about the safety of their data (Data Encryption) and the choices that

they have with developers (Data Deletion Option). These practices

may be of particular interest to the users in light of the GDPR [27],

which requires companies to provide a clear and explicit purpose

for collecting and using personal data. Regulations like the GDPR

and the CCPA also provide the right to delete the data to the users,

which is covered in Data safety forms but not in the Apple privacy

labels.

The comparison between the two labels highlights the impor-

tance of considering multiple sources of information when eval-

uating the data practices of apps. By combining the information

provided by both labels, users can make more informed decisions

about their privacy and the apps they choose to use.

Inconsistencies in disclosed practices across platforms. Our

�ndings indicate inconsistencies between the privacy labels in the

Apple Privacy Labels and the Google Data Safety Sections for the

same apps. One possible reason for these inconsistencies is the con-

fusing framework for privacy labels. While previous research [25]

has shown that privacy labels are useful for developers and users, it

also highlighted that �lling privacy labels is perceived as challeng-

ing extra work. On top of that, developers are also unclear about

de�nitions, which can result in confusion and inaccurate privacy

labels. This confusion can be compounded by the fact that di�erent

platforms may use di�erent terminology to describe similar prac-

tices. For example, in Apple’s privacy label, the term tracking is

used when data collected is linked with third-party data for adver-

tising purposes or when data is shared with a third party, which

can be confusing to the developers, even when they are asked to

pay close attention [25].

Another possible reason for the inconsistencies we observed

is the casual attitude of some developers toward disclosing their

data practices. Some developers may not fully understand the data

practices of their apps or may not prioritize accurately disclosing

this information to users. Finally, the platforms lack consistency

checks to ensure accurate information in the privacy labels.Without

these checks, developers can provide misleading or incomplete

information about their data practices to meet the requirements.

We note that these inconsistencies can have serious consequences

for users, as they may be confused about the privacy practices of

their apps. If the practices disclosed in the privacy labels are inac-

curate, it can reduce the e�cacy of these labels as a tool for helping

users make informed decisions about their privacy. Even worse, it

could induce a false sense of security in users, who may assume

that their data is being handled in a certain way when it is not.

Usability of Privacy Labels. Even though our analysis �nds incon-

sistencies between privacy labels and privacy practices, evidence

suggests that privacy labels generally carry more speci�c informa-

tion about the practices. They include information about the types

of data an app collects, how it is used, and whether it is shared with

third parties. This information can be bene�cial for users concerned

about their privacy and want to ensure they only use apps that

respect their personal data.

However, the accuracy of privacy labels is not guaranteed. While

developers are required to disclose their data practices to obtain a

privacy label, there is no guarantee that the information they pro-

vide is accurate or complete. As such, platforms need to recognize

that developers may not always be honest about their data practices.

Therefore, it is necessary to have systems in place to verify the

accuracy of privacy labels and to hold developers accountable for

any discrepancies. This is particularly important because the false

labels can create a false sense of security among the users.

One potential model for regulating privacy labels is a system

similar to the one used for food nutrition labels, which are regulated

by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). A regulatory body

could be established to oversee privacy labels and ensure they are

accurate and consistent. This could help to build trust among users

and encourage developers to be more transparent about their data

practices.

Limitations.We used multiple heuristics to identify these apps for

our cross-listed app analysis. However, these heuristics were likely

unable to cover all the cross-listed apps. Moreover, for app-to-app

comparison, we assume that both the Android and the correspond-

ing Apple apps are similar enough to have similar privacy practices;

however, these apps could be using di�erent third-party libraries,

which require di�erent permission, leading to the inconsistency

we observe in our analysis. However, the observed inconsistency

(over 60% of the apps) strongly suggests that di�erent third party

libraries may not be the only factor contributing to the di�erences.

7 DATASET RELEASE

We plan to release the datasets curated in the work to the research

community after publication. By sharing these datasets, we aim

to contribute to the advancement of research in the domain of

privacy practices and data disclosure on mobile app platforms. The

availability of these comprehensive datasets will enable researchers

to conduct further investigations, validate �ndings, and explore

various aspects of privacy labels.

8 CONCLUSION

In conclusion, our large-scale measurements of Privacy Labels have

provided valuable insights into the privacy practices of apps. By

analyzing Data Safety Sections for 2.5M apps and Apple Privacy

Labels for 1.38M apps, we provided a comprehensive picture of

the privacy practices of the applications. On the one hand, privacy

labels provide users with more speci�c information about the data

practices of apps than traditional privacy policies. However, our

comparison of Privacy Labels for cross-listed apps in the Play Store

and Apple Store showed di�erences in the practices disclosed, in-

dicating that developers are not consistently disclosing the same

information on di�erent platforms. This can confuse users and

make it di�cult to make informed decisions about which apps to

use based on their privacy concerns. Overall, these �ndings high-

light the importance of carefully reviewing Privacy Labels and other

sources of information when evaluating the privacy practices of

apps. They also suggest that there is a need for improved trans-

parency and accountability in the app industry, as developers may
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not always be accurately disclosing their data collection and use

practices. A more transparent system will allow the consumers to

be aware of the data collection and use practices of the apps and

make informed decisions about their privacy.
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A MAPPING DATA TYPES FROM GOOGLE
DATA SAFETY SECTIONS TO APPLE
PRIVACY LABELS

In Table 3, we show how we map the data types in DSS to APL.

The mapping is done based on the description provided in the

documentation of the privacy labels.

This table is a continuation of the table in Section 5, Table 2. We

observe that most datatypes have a one-to-one mapping while only

a few, like Music Files, Other In-App Messages, Other Info, do not

have a direct mapping to APL.

B DISTRIBUTION OF HIGH-LEVEL
CATGEORIES

In Figure 14, we show the complete distribution of the inconsistent

apps with regard to their datatypes across APL and DSS.

In Figure 15, we show the distribution of the high-level datatypes

of apps found in the App Store. We observe that the most used

datatypes are: Diagnostics, Identi�ers, Location, and Usage Data
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Figure 14: The complete distribution of inconsistent apps with datatypes. Each datatype is normalized with the number of apps

using that particular datatype on either platform.

Google DataType → Apple DataType

Precise Location → Precise Location

Name → Name

Email Address → Email Address

Phone Number → Phone Number

Race And Ethnicity → Sensitive Info

User Ids → User Id

User Payment Info → Payment Info

Credit Score → Credit Info

Other Financial Info → Other Financial Info

Purchase History → Purchase History

Health Info → Health

Fitness Info → Fitness

Other In-App Messages → N/A

Photos → Photos Or Videos

Videos → Photos Or Videos

Voice Or Sound Recordings → Audio Data

Music Files → N/A

Other Audio Files → N/A

Contacts → Contacts

App Interactions → Product Interaction

Other User-Generated Content → Other User Content

In-App Search History → Search History

Other Actions → N/A

Web Browsing History → Browsing History

Other App Performance Data → Other Diagnostic Data

Other Info → N/A

Table 3: Table showing the remaining mapping of datatypes

from Data Safety Card to Apple Privacy Label
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